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Is entanglement always entangled?
A. F. Kraklauer
∗
Entanglement, inluding quantum entanglement, is a onsequene of orrelation between objets.
When the objets are subunits of pairs whih in turn are members of an ensemble desribed by a
wave funtion, a orrelation among the subunits indues the mysterious properties of at-states.
However, orrelation between subsystems an be present from purely non-quantum soures, thereby
entailing no unfathomable behavior. Suh entanglement arises whenever the so-alled qubit spae
is not aited with Heisenberg Unertainty. It turns out that all optial experimental realizations
of EPR's Gedanken experiment in fat do not suer Heisenberg Unertainty. Examples will be
analyzed and non-quantum models for some of these desribed. The onsequenes for experiments
that were to test EPR's ontention in the form of Bell's Theorem are drawn: valid tests of EPR's
hypothesis have yet to be done.
PACS numbers: 03.65.Bz, 03.67.-a, 41.10.Hv, 42.50.Ar
I. INTRODUCTION
The above title needs `disentanglement.' The quantum
wave funtion of entangled, i.e., of orrelated subsystems,
an not be written as the produt of the wave funtions
for the subsystems. Likewise the probability of orrelated
events an not be written as the produt of probabilities
for two independent events. The latter fat is elementary
and very well understood; it presents absolutely no mys-
tery, but in Quantum Mehanis (QM), on the ontrary,
the same fat is utterly impenetrable.
What is the dierene?
It arises from the following onsiderations. In proba-
bility theory, the probability for joint events is given in
general by Bayes' formula:
P (a, b) = P (a)P (b| a), (1)
where P (b|a) is the onditional probability that the event
b ours given that event a has been seen.[1℄ This is a
statement about the knowledge that the observer has
about the joint events; it is an epistemologial state-
ment, and, as suh, the dependane of P (b| a) on a is
devoid of ommuniative impliations. Now, in QM, a-
ording to the Born interpretation, the modulus squared
of a wave funtion, i.e. ψ∗(x)ψ(x), is the probabil-
ity that the objet to whih it pertains will be found
in the innitesimal volume d3x. This straightforward
onept is ompliated, however, by the peuliarity of
QM, namely, a wave funtion is known empirially to
dirat at boundaries, just like water or eletromagneti
waves, and this seems to make sense only if wave fun-
tions have ontologial substane. In turn, this appears to
∗
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vest a ausative relationship into onditional probabili-
ties omputed from wave funtions for orrelated events.
In short, entanglementQM is somehow ontologial, but
entanglementProb, epistemologial. In this light the ti-
tle is: Is (in the mirosopi domain) entanglementProb
always entangledQM? The purpose of this report is to ar-
gue that in virtually all of the ruial experimental tests
of Bell's Theorem, the answer is: no!
Born's interpretation of the wave funtion has led
many, in partiular Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen (EPR),
to argue that the neessity for probabilisti onepts in
QM arises beause the theory is limited fundamentally by
ignorane; i.e., that QM should be `extendable,' at least
in priniple, so as to enompass the heretofore missing in-
formation, perhaps using hidden variables. The tati
taken by EPR was to show that `Heisenberg Unertainty'
is not something novel, that is, that basi logi regarding
orrelated objets demands that the missing information
be due to simple ignorane. This they did by onsider-
ing the symmetrial disintegration of a stationary par-
tile into twin daughters. For eah daughter separately,
the Heisenberg Unertainty Priniple implies that both
the position and momentum an not be simultaneously
known to arbitrary preision. Some go on to argue that
this is so beause they in fat do not exist simultaneously.
EPR ountered, arguing (in the author's rendition) that
in the ase of suh a disintegration one an measure the
position of one daughter and the momentum of the other
to arbitrary preision and thereafter all on symmetry to
speify to equal preision the momentum of the rst and
position of the seond. What an be speied in priniple
to arbitrary preision, EPR argued, must be an element
of reality that enjoys ontologial status. In any ase,
EPR intended that their Gedanken experiment should
expose the ultimate harater of Heisenberg Unertainty,
that it is ultimately just ignorane, not something fun-
damentally new.[2℄
2For the purposes of an experimental realization of
EPR's Gedanken experiment, however, the diulties
nding a suitable soure of the sort envisioned, are
daunting. Thus, Bohm proposed a hange of venue;
instead of momentum-position, he suggested using the
(anti)orrelated spin states derived from a mother with
no net angular momentum.[3℄ His motivation, apparently,
was that it should be easier to onstrut an appropriate
soure, and easier to measure the dihotomi values of
the daughters. Ultimately, this proposal too turned out
to be impratial, but the algebraially isomorphi situ-
ation with polarized `photons' from a asade transition
or from parametri down onversion is workable and a
several suh experiments have been done.[4℄
II. ENTANGLEMENTQM VS.
ENTANGLEMENTPROB
It is the fundamental premise of this report that
Bohm's transfer of venue introdued a major error. It
is the following: the spae of the variables for either
spin or polarization, ontrary to phase spae where EPR
formulated their Gedanken experiment, is not aited
by Heisenberg Unertainty (HU). There is no HU in the
plane of the spin or polarization vetor. Neither {Ex, Ey}
nor {σx, σy} are Hamiltonian anonially onjugate vari-
ables; their reation and annihilation operators ommute.
Antiommutation of spin operators here arises for the
same reason it does for angular momentum operators in
lassial mehanis. Thus, while they do share some of
the harateristis of the variables of phase spae, they
do not share the one relevant for the argument of EPR.
This fat has a number of immediate onsequenes,
the most salient of whih is that probabilities of these
variables do not exhibit the quantum phenomena that
ultimately demands that QM probabilities have an onto-
logial harater. This means, in partiular, that ondi-
tional probabilities of these variables do not imply ausal-
ity. Thus, Bell's argument that beause there is to be no
ausal relationship between the two detetion events, the
probability relationship between them an not take the
form
P (a, b) =
∫
P (a| b, λ))P (b| λ)P (λ)dλ, (2)
whih, in turn, implies that Eq. (1) must read
P (a, b| λ) = P (a| λ)P (b| λ) [5℄, does not follow for these
experiments, beause, in fat there need be no ausative
link between these variables.[4℄ In other words, Bell's en-
oding of loality with respet to these variables is not
justied in these irumstanes. A onditional probabil-
ity involving a state of polarization as a `ondition' is an
epistemologial statement about the state of knowledge,
not an ontologial statement about EPR's elements of
reality. This follows diretly from the fat that there
is no reason whatsoever to attribute physial interfer-
ene between polarization states, these states are sim-
ply orthogonal from the start and do not interat. In
short, statements about joint probabilities between suh
states do not imply any ausal relationships; the non-
fatorizability of their wave funtion is no more problem-
ati than that of probabilities of orrelated events.
III. NON-QUANTUM MODELS OF EPR-B
EXPERIMENTS
In view of the fats developed above, whih imply that
experiments exploiting polarization that are intended to
test EPR (or Bell inequalities), in so far as they are not
ast in a spae suering HU, should be modelable las-
sially. This is indeed the ase, and the most ommon
types of EPR-B experiments are presented below. These
inlude both those based on polarization and a seond
ategory in whih orthogonality of the signals is ahieved
by other means, usually as pulses with a phase oset.
This latter ategory inludes the `Franson,' `Ghosh and
Mandel' and `Suarez-Gisin' type experiments.
A. `Clauser-Aspet' type experiments
In these experiments the soure is a vapor, typially
of merury or alium, in whih a asade transition is
exited by either an eletron beam or an intense radia-
tion beam of xed orientation. Eah stage of the asade
results in emission of radiation (a photon) that is po-
larized orthogonally to that of the other stage. In so far
as the sum of the emissions an arry o no net angular
momentum, the separate emissions are antisymmetri in
spae. The intensity of the emission is maintained su-
iently low so that at any instant the likelihood is that
radiation from only one atom is visible. Photodetetors
are plaed at opposite sides of the soure, eah behind a
polarizer with a given setting. The experiment onsists
of measuring the oinidene ount rate as a funtion of
the polarizer settings.[6℄
A model onsists of simply rendering the soure and
polarizers mathematially, and a omputation of the o-
inidene rate. Photodetetors are assumed to onvert
ontinuous radiation into an eletron urrent at random
times with Poisson distribution but in proportion to the
intensity of the radiation. The oinidene ount rate is
taken to be proportional to the fourth order oherene
funtion evaluated at the detetors.
The soure is assumed to emit a double signal for
whih individual signal omponents are antiorrelated
and, beause of the xed orientation of the exitation
soure, onned to the vertial and horizontal polariza-
tion modes; i.e.
S1 = (cos(n
pi
2
), sin(npi
2
))
S2 = (sin(n
pi
2
), −cos(npi
2
))
, (3)
where n takes on the values 0 and 1 with an even, ran-
dom distribution. The transition matrix for a polarizer
3is given by,
P (θ) =
[
cos2(θ) cos(θ) sin(θ)
sin(θ) cos(θ) sin2(θ)
]
, (4)
so the elds entering the photodetetors are given by:
E1 = P (θ1)S1
E2 = P (θ2)S2
. (5)
Coinidene detetions among N photodetetors (here
N = 2) are proportional to the single time, multiple lo-
ation seond order ross orrelation, i.e.:
P (θ1, θ2, ..θN ) =
<
∏N
n=1E
∗(rn,θ)
∏
1
n=N E(rn,θ) >∏N
n=1 < E
∗
n(rn)En(rn) >
.
(6)
It is shown in Coherene theory that the numerator of
Eq. (6) redues to the trae of J, the system oherene
or polarization tensor.[7℄ It is easy to show that for this
model the denominator onsists of onstants and will be
ignored as we are interested only in relative intensities.
The nal result of the above is:
P (θ1, θ2) =
1
2
sin2(θ1 − θ2). (7)
This is immediately reognized as the so-alled `quantum'
result. (Of ourse, it is also Malus' Law, thereby being
in total aord with the premise of this report.)
B. `GHZ' experiments
A number of proposed experiments involving more that
two partiles, many stimulated by analysis of Green-
burger, Horne and Zeilinger (GHZ), are expeted to re-
veal QM features with partiularly alarity.[8℄ One of
the most reent, whih has the great virtue of being ex-
perimentally doable, is that performed by Pan et al.[9℄
See Fig. (1). Two independent signal pairs are re-
ated by down-onversion in a rystal pumped by a pulsed
laser. The laser pulse passes through the rystal reating
one pair then is reeted o a movable mirror to repass
through the rystal in the opposite diretion reating a
seond pair. One signal from eah pair is fed diretly
through polarizers to photodetetors (signals A1 and B1.
The other signal from eah pair A2 and B2 is direted
to opposite faes of a PBS, (i.e., a beam splitter whih
reets vertially and transmits horizontally polarized
signals) after whih the signals are passed through ad-
justable polarizers into photodetetors. The path lengths
of signals 2 and 3 are adjusted so as to ompensate for
the time delay in the reation of the pairs. By moving
the mirror, the ompensation an be negated to permit
studying the oinidene dependene on the degree of in-
terferene aused by simultaneous ross-talk between
hannels 2 and 3.
FIG. 1: Shemati of the experimental setup for the mea-
surement of four-photon GHZ orrelations. A pulse of laser
light passes a nonlinear rystal twie to produe two entangled
photon pairs via parametri down onversion. Coinidenes
between all four detetors are used to study the nature of
quantum entanglement.
The priniple results reported in Ref. [9℄ are the follow-
ing. Of all the 16 possible regimes setting: θi = {0, pi/2},
only {0, pi/2, pi/2, 0} and {pi/2, 0, 0, pi/2} yield a
(substantial) four-fold oinidene ount, C; the regime
{pi/4, pi/4, pi/4, pi/4} ours with an intensity C/4 and
the regime {pi/4, pi/4, pi/4, −pi/4} with zero intensity.
Further, both of the later regimes yield an intensity of
C/8 when the time between pair reation is so large that
that there is no ross-talk between hannels 2 and 3.
Eq. (6) was implemented as follows: The rystal is
assumed to emit a double signal for whih individual sig-
nal omponents are antiorrelated and onned to the
vertial and horizontal polarization modes; i.e.
A1 = (cos(n
pi
2
), sin(npi
2
))
A2 = (sin(n
pi
2
), −cos(npi
2
))
B1 = (cos(m
pi
2
), sin(mpi
2
))
B2 = (sin(m
pi
2
), −cos(mpi
2
))
(8)
where n and m take the values 0 and 1 randomly. The
polarizing beam splitter (PBS) is modeled using the tran-
sition matrix for a polarizer, P (θ), Eq. (4) where θ = pi/2
aounts for a reetion and θ = 0 a transmission. Thus
the nal eld impinging on eah of the four detetors is :
E1 = P (θ1)A1
E2 = P (θ2)(P (0)B2 − P (pi/2)A2)
E3 = P (θ3)(P (0)A2 − P (pi/2)B2)
E4 = P (θ4)B2
(9)
whih, using Eq. (6), does not result in a simple expres-
sion. However, it an be numerially omputed easily
to obtain the same results as reported by Pan et al., or
extended to other regimes, suh as that shown in Fig.
(2).
4C. `Franson' experiments
Experiments of this type exploit phase shifts between
pulses in the form of time osets to dene the orthog-
onal states played by the two states of polarization in
the setups desribed above.[10℄ The original `Franson' ex-
periment measures the orrelation between two detetors
positioned after interferometers whih divide idential in-
oming pulses suh that half takes a short route and half
takes a long root whih inludes an adjustable delay. See
Fig. (3).
There are two means of modeling this setup. One
would be to write out terms for the long- and short-
route pulses that had time-separated modulation or time-
limited oherene. This approah has the disadvantage
of leading ungainly expressions. A muh simpler tati
is to assign the signals in the long and short paths to or-
thogonal dimensions of a vetor spae; the resulting al-
ulations are then transparent and devoid of gratuitous
omplexity. For example:
El = (exp(−i(kx− ωt) + φ), exp(−i(kx− ωt))/
√
2
Er = (exp(−i(kx− ωt) + ψ), exp(−i(kx− ωt))/
√
2
,
(10)
where φ and ψ are the extra phase shifts introdued in
the long paths. Then, using Eq. (6), with the onvention
that the tensor produt be replaed by a vetor inner
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FIG. 2: The upper urve shows the eet on the intensity
of four-fold oinidenes of skewing (rotating) all polarizers
through a given angle in units of pi-radians starting from the
state {pi/2, 0, 0, pi/2}. The lower urve shows the same eet
when one of the polarizers is rotated in the opposite diretion.
The middle urve shows the eet of either of these skewing
shemes when the timing is suh that the rossover signals
do not arrive simultaneously with the reeted signals. Note
that the values at pi/4 oinide with those observed. This
diagram diers from Fig. 4 in Ref. [9℄ in that it shows the
split of these regimes as a funtion of polarizer skew for xed
delay rather than as a funtion of delay for xed skew.
FIG. 3: In a `Franson' type experiment two idential pulses
are direted through two interferometers, eah omprised of a
short path and a long path in whih there is an additional ad-
justable phase shifter. By using fast oinidene omparison
detetors, oinidenes between pulses that traversed unequal
paths an be exluded. The resulting interferene is a funtion
of the adjustable phase shifters.
produt; i.e.,
P (φ, ψ) =
(E∗r · E∗l )(El ·Er)
(E∗r · Er)(E∗l · El)
, (11)
(to algebraially enfore the orthogonality in alulations
that phase shifts enfore in the experiment) diretly gives
the observed orrelation as a funtion of the phase shifts:
P (φ, ψ) ∝ (1 + cos(φ− ψ)), (12)
whih exhibits the osillation with 100% visibility har-
ateristi of idealized versions of these experiments.
`Ghosh-Mandel' type experiments are a variation of the
`Franson' version in whih the phase shift is ahieved by
path-length dierenes instead of time-osets; otherwise,
the formulas are idential.[11℄
D. `Brendel' experiments
In the above experiment the radiation soure was taken
to be ideal, that is, it produed two signals of exatly the
same frequeny with no dispersion. In some experiments,
[12℄ the soure used was a nonlinear rystal generating
two orrelated but not neessarily idential pulses, whih
satisfy `phase mathing onditions' so that if one signal
in frequeny is above the mean by s (spread), the other
is down in frequeny by the same amount. This leads to
an additional phase shift at the detetors whih is also
proportional to those already there; i.e., sφ and −sψ, so
that:
Er = (exp(−i(kx− ωt) + ψ(1 + s)), exp(−i(kx− ωt))
El = (exp(−i(kx− ωt) + φ(1 − s)), exp(−i(kx− ωt)) .
(13)
Sine the value of s is dierent for eah pulse (photon)
pair, the resulting signal is an average over the relevant
5values of s:
1
2s
∫ s
−s
P (φ, ψ, s)ds, (14)
where P (φ, ϕ, s) is omputed as for `Franson' experi-
ments. The nal result losely mathes that observed by
Brendel et al. See Fig. (4).
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FIG. 4: Plot of the relative interferene intensity (In) pattern
as a funtion of phase shift (in units of pi) in one arm in
a Brendel type experiment. This urve losely mathes that
observed by Brendel et al. in an experiment in whih the total
spread was 10% of the pulse arrier frequeny; as a result, the
modulation urve node ours at approximately 20pi, as was
observed.
E. `Suarez-Gisin' experiments
In experiments of this type, one of the detetors is set
in motion relative to the other. By doing so with appro-
priately hosen parameters, it is possible to arrange the
situation suh that eah detetor preedes the other in
its own frame.[13℄ Thus, not only is the `ollapse' of the
wave paket nonloal, it ours suh that there is also
retroausality. In the model proposed herein, however,
this ompliation (paradox) an not arise in the rst in-
stane. All the properties of eah pulse are determined
ompletely at the ommon point at whih the signals
are generated. Properties measured at one detetor in
no way determine those at other detetors, regardless of
the order in whih an observer reeives reports of the
results from various detetors, and regardless of what
onditional probabilities he might write to desribe his
hypothetial or real knowledge.
IV. CONCLUSION
The model or explanation of the experiments desribed
above is fully lassial. It uses no speial property peu-
liar to QM. The two states in these experiments (po-
larization or phase-displaed pulses) are not anonially
onjugate dynamial variables; they do not, therefore,
exhibit Heisenberg Unertainty, and the model does not
bring any in. The essential formulas are a straightforward
appliation of seond order (in intensity) oherene the-
ory, whih is really just a generalization of wave interfer-
ene. That this model faithfully desribes the outomes
of these experiments, in addition to being a ounterexam-
ple to laims that these experiments an not be laried
using non-quantum physis, is a demonstration that they
are not relevant to EPR's argumentation, and therefore,
that to date no suh experiment ould have established
that non-loality has a role to play in the explanation
of the natural world. It shows that there is no justia-
tion for asribing an ontologial meaning to onditional
probabilities in the irumstanes of these experiments,
whih, in turn, undermines the rationale for Bell's enod-
ing of non-loality. When his enoding is withdrawn, no
Bell inequality an be extrated.
There are, of ourse, two arenas where HU is in evi-
dene: phase spae and `quadrature spae.' In priniple,
a test of EPR's ontentions formulated in these arenas
ould show dierent results  at least in so far as the
onsiderations herein are germane.
To a large extent, the model proposed herein is `obvi-
ous.' It might be asked: why has it not been proposed
then long ago? The answer involves issues resulting from
the pereived need to maintain an ontologial ambigu-
ity with respet to the identity of wave funtions until
the moment of measurement, at whih time this identity
ambiguity is resolved by a ollapse. This need results
from the tati of desribing partile beams with wave
funtions in order to aount for their wave-like dira-
tion. That is, the wave-like navigation of partile beams
in ombination with their inontestable partile-like reg-
istration in detetors, has been explained, or at least en-
oded, alling on `dualism,' `wave-ollapse' and so on.[14℄
The experiments desribed herein, however, employ op-
tial phenomena for whih there is no need to invoke
a partiulate harater. Wave beams dirat naturally.
And, partiulateness in detetors an be, indeed must be,
attributed to the fat that photodetetors, beause of the
disrete nature of eletrons, onvert ontinuous radiation
into a digitized photourrent. The oneptual ontrap-
tions of `duality' and `ollapse' are just not needed to
explain the behavior of radiation beams, even orrelated
sub beams. There is no reason these experiments ould
not be arried out in spetral regions in whih it is pos-
sible to trak the time development of eletromagneti
elds thereby avoiding the peuliarities of photodete-
tors. In fat, for simple `Clauser-Aspet' type setups,
this has been done.[15℄ The results onform with ours and
show that lassial optis is not taxed to larify EPR-B
6orrelations.
Note: An e-le with MAPLE routines for the above is
available upon request.
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